Central and peripheral interactions in the perception of optic flow.
The purpose of this work was to evaluate the effects of central and peripheral stimulation on the perception of optic flow over large spatial extents. Coherence thresholds were measured for RDKs simulating observer translation and radial motion. Experiments 1 and 3a measured sensitivity to a range of speeds for a circular central region, for several annular regions of increasing eccentricity, and for a full-field stimulus (80 degrees diameter). Results suggest that the spatial extent over which signals are integrated may vary in order to maximize the information available for perceptual representations. Experiments 2 and 3b evaluated central and peripheral interactions in a direction discrimination task, by comparing the effects of different signal strengths and directions in one of the two regions. The presence of noise dots (0% coherence) in either center or periphery led to a performance decrease from baseline measures. A similar decrease was observed when dots in the two regions moved in opposite directions. When dots in both regions moved in the same direction, a stronger peripheral signal led to facilitation of direction discrimination, whereas a stronger central signal did not. These findings suggest that central and peripheral inputs are not separable in the integration of optic flow, that they contribute equally to the percept under normal conditions (equal signal strength), and that peripheral stimulation seems important under ecologically relevant conditions such as poor visibility.